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Relay For Life of Troy University’s 

Change4Change Relay Idol  
 

Event Information 

The 2015 Relay For Life of Troy University Relay Idol will take place on Saturday, March 21, 2015 

beginning at 10:00pm and will be held at the Student Tailgate Field behind the Trojan Arena.  The 

winner will be determined by the Act that receives the most votes. 

 

How Do You Win? 

We are calling this the “Change4Change Relay Idol”, because even change can make a change and we 

want to change the face of cancer! Votes are cast by filling your container with as much loose change 

as you can get. If someone puts bills in, that will take away votes!  

 

What Do You Win? 

The winner of Relay Idol will win a trophy, bragging rights, and a $500 fundraising credit 

toward their team’s goal! There will also be some great swag and other gifts. 

 
Relay’s Got Talent Short Rules 
1. Eligibility Requirements: Open to any Troy University students, faculty and staff that are dedicated 

to ending cancer. Can be individual acts or duo’s or groups. 

 

2. How to Enter: Email joy.brigham@cancer.org your name, age, phone, song, what you’ll do on 

stage, accompaniment (music track, instrument, etc.) and why Relay For Life matters to you. 

 

3. Order of Contestants: The sooner you enter, the sooner you perform. Performers will go in the 

order in which they enter. You can still enter the night of the event. 

 

4. How to Supply your Music: Please bring a device that has an auxiliary or headphone plug. 

 

5. Performance Considerations: You have about 5 minutes including time to set up, perform and 

breakdown. Must be family appropriate. Please keep this in mind when selecting your music, designing 

your costume, and preparing your act. Such things as profanity in music lyrics or spoken words, 

exposed areas on a person’s body that are inappropriate for public decency, and actions or movements 

that could be considered lewd or offensive are all included in this rule. 2 mics will be available. If you 

need special equipment, you must make prior arrangements. 

 

6. Selecting a Manager: It is highly suggested you have a “Manager”. Pick someone great, because a 

manager can help you collect change, which is what determines the winner. 

 

7. The Money Container: You can collect money in advance, so tell everyone you know to support 

you! It is recommended that you collect at least $5 to $10 prior to performing. Bring tons and tons of 

fans. 

 

8. Counting the Money: A “banker” in secret will determine the winner based on money collected.   
 


